PIKLER TRIANGLE
SAFETY
THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING A LITTLE BIG PIKLER TRIANGLE
AND/OR ROCK WALL & SLIDE. HERE ARE SOME GUIDELINES TO KEEP
YOUR NEW PURCHASE SHINY AND YOUR LITTLE BIG SAFE WHILE
THEY CLIMB EVEREST FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR LIVING ROOM

- Pikler Triangles are only to be used
upon flat level and firm (but not hard)
surfaces. Thin rugs and firm carpets are
suitable.
- Please ensure close adult supervision at all
times. Do not place Little Big people into
positions they cannot get into themselves.
The purpose and theory behind the Pikler
Triangle is that children will discover it in
their own time and respect their own
physical limits. We need to respect those
limits too by not forcing them to climb.
- Pikler Triangle Rock Wall & Slides are designed to be placed on an angle of no more than 60 degrees.
If your Little Big climber is ready for vertical climbing, please consider if a Little Big Rock Climbing
Tree is more appropriate (coming soon!).
- Rock Walls & Slides should be moved from rung to rung by adults only.
- Pikler Triangles and Rock Walls & Slides are sold raw which means you have an endless list of possible
finishes to choose from! To protect the wood, we recommend oiling, painting or varnishing regularly. If
you prefer the raw look, a quick sand with fine sandpaper every couple of months will get rid of any
grime.
- As with all children's products, it is recommended that you check your Triangle regularly (as often as
every use) for structural stability.
- Little Big Pikler Triangles come with a 2 year structural warranty. This does not include natural wear
and tear or any damages caused by misuse or incorrect assembly.

- and most importantly... Have fun!
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